
문제 보기 1 보기 2 보기 3 보기 4 보기 5

1 diversions amusements chores resources differences devices

2 Tormented trapped abused frustrated tortured offended

3 remedies diagnoses cures witch doctors drugs customs

4 culpable greedy impudent blamable foolish insincere

5 succumb die give up overcome persevere get anxious

6 lethal toxic deadly sharp large  plastic

7 relentlessly flexibly arbitrarily pitilessly indifferently intentionally 

8 approbation reproof probation adaptation correction approval 

9 stinginess

practice of 

balancing 

the budget

practice of 

entertaining 

people

attitude of 

showing 

friendliness 

to strangers

attitude of 

not 

spending or 

giving 

money

attitude of 

showing 

hostility 

10 sell yourself on account for
take issue 

on

lose 

yourself in

resign 

yourself to

accustom 

yourself to

11 arouses follows soothes entertains awakens attacks

(06년 – 15년, 10개년)                         

Joe T – 경찰대 어휘 문제 요약모음
  Q . 문제 단어와 같은 의미의 단어를 보기 중 고르시오.

① 여기서는 예시 문장이 없기에 정답을 특정할 수 없다.

② 각 단어 뜻을 ‘제대로 아는지’ 적으면서 체크한다.

③ 너무 쉬운 단어는 뜻을 아예 적지 않았으니 모른다면 매우 반성!



12 fraudulent uncommon  vague convincing dishonest logical

13 autonomy  social life wealth
family 

support
loneliness  

independenc

e  

14 vulnerable available susceptible exceptional irresistible recoverable

15  rebuke isolation reaction criticism approval benefit

16 humdrum dramatic beating  monotonous miserable  peaceful  

17 inherent innate  innovative intimate intricate independent

18 abysmal typical increased fluctuant appalling shallow

19 unravel utilize unveil level differentiate ramble

20 stringent scientific persuasive delicate  verbal strict

21 prerogative pursuit preference performance  perception privilege

22 adverse  unfavorable negligible invariable haphazard  visible

23 artifacts household items
scientific 

materials
religious objects

well-known 

monuments

man-made 

objects

24 rampant prevalent capricious vicious sparse sporadic

25
inveighed 

against
evaluated weighed rebuked resolved    examined

26 prune boost  harvest clip sustain detain

27 benign harmless vibrating potent transmitting cancerous

28 futile repetitive fruitless detestable toilsome disciplinary



29 inextricably unduly inescapably undeservedly incompetently 
incomprehens-

ively 

30 mandatory portable impeccable makeshift simplified obligatory

31 fiscal financial actual academic physical modest

32 repulse attract invigorate repel replenish rebuke

33 reserved retained booked modified substituted suspended

34 odoriferous harmful futile biodegradable invaluable stinky

35 belligerent hostile arrogant apathetic gregarious unscrupulous

36 rickety social dominant clandestine sturdy precarious

37 sardonic fallible cynical obsequious charismatic overindulgent

38 lucrative leisurely propitious charitable classy well-paying

39 deference hilarity kindness submission aggression uncertainty

40 versatile udaptable upright vested visible dizzy

41 exhausting fatiguing inciting raging invigorating intriguing

42 obsolete destructive elaborate entertaining antiquated annoying

43 cleavage discord separation unison resemblance integration

44 doled out distributed incurred invested withdrawn deposited

45 conjuring up customizing invoking traversing stripping circumventing



46 malleability duality fallibility obscurity plasticity viciousness

47 coveted deprived strengthened granted criticized envied

48 non sequitur personal frank elongated irrelevant practical

49 deemed proven coined considered classified pronounced

50 wielding legalizing employing developing avoiding clarifying

51 quack clown demagogue professional charlatan benefactor

52 hector associate incite criticize appease address

53 sockdolager decisive blow
powerful 

defense
sneaky attack elusive punch fragile delivery


